Let a textstring T of n symbols from some alphabet and an integer m < n be given. A pattern P of length m over is sought such that P minimizes (alternatively, maximizes) the total number of pairwise character mismatches generated when P is compared with all mcharacter substrings of T. Two additional variants of the problem are obtained by adding the constraint that P be (respectively, not be) a substring of T. E cient sequential algorithms are proposed in this paper for the problem and its variants.
P must not have any occurrence in T. E cient (occasionally, optimal) sequential algorithms for the problem and its variants are provided in this paper. Computations of these and similar \distance preserving signatures" (see e.g. 6]) nd use in disparate contexts, including information retrieval, data compression, computer security and molecular biology. In the two latter elds, in particular, highly anomalous patterns are also often sought, e.g., in intrusion 11] or plagiarism detection, in the synthesis of molecular probes in genome sequencing by hybridization 3], in designing control (inactive) antisense oligonucleotides 12], etc.
Problem De nition { Inverse Pattern Matching
De nition: Let T = t 1 t n be a text string over alphabet and P = p 1 p m be a pattern string over . The hamming distance between P and text location i is de ned as: INPUT: Text string T = t 1 t n and positive integer m n. OUTPUT: A pattern string P min = p 1 p m (of length m) where ham(P min ; T) ham(P; T) for all strings P 2 m , where is the set of distinct elements of T.
The symmetric (Max) Inverse Pattern Matching Problem seeks instead a pattern P Max such that ham(P Max ; T) ham(P; T) with respect to all P 2 m . Both versions of the problem are solved by the same basic strategy. To x the ideas, we will deal with the \min" version till noted otherwise.
The Algorithm
The naive algorithm for the inverse pattern matching problem is computing the hamming distance for every possible substring of length m, and choosing the minimum. This algorithm is clearly bad since it takes exponential time. We present an optimal algorithm for solving the problem. The algorithm adds up the number of appearances of the various alphabet symbols in the text, and uses these sums to determine the best symbol for each pattern location. Let = fa 1 ; :::; a g be the set of distinct elements of T. Therefore the sum we are trying to minimize is
Since the p j 's can be chosen independently of each other, then in order to minimize the sum, it is su cient to minimize, for each j = 1; :::; m the sum:
Depending on the choice of p j , this sum will end up being the summation of ? 1 sums. To minimize it, we need to discard the largest sum. This will happen if we choose p j = a where
a (t j?1+i )) is largest.
Algorithm Time Complexity
For bounded alphabet the time is clearly O(n + m) = O(n).
For unbounded alphabets, two operations need added consideration.
Comparison: Determining what alphabet symbol t i is (done n times). Maximum: Determining the maximum of sum i]; i = 1; :::; (done m times).
We consider three possibilities. 
Algorithm Optimality
We show a linear reduction from the element distinctness problem to the inverse pattern matching problem.
De nition: The element distinctness problem has as its input a list of n elements. The output is a decision whether every element appears exactly once.
From Borodin et. al. ( 4] ) it can be seen that the element distinctness problem has lower bounds O(n), O(n log ) and O(n ) depending on a range of elements of type 1., 2., or 3. as above. Therefore a linear reduction from element distinctness to our problem will assure us of our algorithm's optimality.
The Reduction: Given a list of n elements, take the list as the text string, and take m = 1. The minimum hamming distance is (n ? 1)=n i all elements are distinct.
Problem De nition and Algorithm { Internal Inverse Pattern Matching
We now consider the case where the pattern of length m we desire is a substring of the text with the minimum average hamming distance.
The Internal (min) Inverse Pattern Matching Problem is the following:
INPUT: Text string T = t 1 t n and positive integer m n. OUTPUT: A pattern string P min = p 1 p m (of length m) where P min is a substring of T and ham(P min ; T) ham(P; T) for all strings P that are substrings of T, i.e. P 2 ft i t i+1 t i+m?1 ji = 1; :::; n ? m + 1g.
The naive algorithm for solving this problem is for each of the n?m+1 substrings to nd its average hamming distance, and choose the substring with the minimum average hamming distance. The time is thus O(n 2 m). Using more sophisticated techniques for computing the hamming distance, such as the Abrahamson algorithm 1], this ends up being O(n 2 p m log 2 m). We will reduce the running time by a factor of n. We start by showing an algorithm whose running time is O(nm). We will then re ne it to achieve time O(n p m log 2 m).
The idea is similar to the inverse pattern matching problem. We count appearances of the various characters, and use them for a fast computation of the average hamming distance.
The algorithm has two stages, a preprocessing stage and a pattern construction stage. This still leaves us with the calculation of h 1 in step 1 which seemingly requires all rows C j . We make one last change to the algorithm to solve this problem.
In the Total Time: O(n p m log 2 m).
Note that the bottleneck in this algorithm is pattern matching with mismatches. Karlo 8] showed an approximation algorithm that computes all mismatches in time O(n log m). Using his algorithm, we can compute a substring inverse pattern in time O(n log m), that is within of the minimum average hamming distance.
10 Reduction from the All Mismatches problem
As we noted the substring inverse pattern can be computed as fast as computing all mismatches.
Conversely we can compute all mismatches as fast as we can compute all h 0 i s. Let Muthukrishnan 10] showed that the all-mismatches problem can not be solved in a convolution model using less than O( p m) convolutions. The above reduction means that we are computing the h i 's optimally in the convolution model.
External Inverse Pattern Matching
Through the remainder of our discussion, we will assume a change in terms of \Max" inverse pattern matching. As noted earlier, a solution to either one of the \Max" or \min" version of the problem extends trivially to the other. The case considered here is when the desired pattern is one (1) never occurring in the text and (2) having maximum average hamming distance from it. Note that the pattern symbols must come from the text alphabet, otherwise the problem is vacuous. Moreover, there might be no solution even when this condition is met, since the text could contain every possible string of the speci ed length.
Formally, the External (Max) Inverse Pattern Matching Problem is de ned as follows:
INPUT: Text string T = t 1 t n over and positive integer m n. OUTPUT: A pattern string P Max = p 1 p m (of length m) over , if it exists, where P Max is not a substring of T and ham(P Max ; T) ham(P; T) for all strings P over that are not substrings of T.
Unlike the internal problem, the number of candidate patterns in the external problem does not seem at rst to be bounded by a polynomial of n. Yet the following notion, somewhat reminiscent of that of a \position identi er" (cf. 2], ch.9), gives a handle that leads quickly to such a bound.
De nition: A string X = x 1 x g+1 (0 < g < m) over is an m-stem for T = t 1 t n if X is not a substring of T (g+1) = t 1 t n?m+g+1 but its longest proper pre x X 0 = x 1 x g is a substring of T (g) = t 1 t n?m+g .
First, we apply the general (Max) inverse pattern matching of Section 3. If we're lucky the solution is external and we have a desired result. Externality can easily be checked by regular pattern matching techniques. If the solution is internal then the following fact holds. Proof: Since Q is an external solution, Q is not a substring of T and therefore it su ces to show that q 1 appears at least once in T (1) . Since P is internal, p 1 appears in T (1) . If q 1 does not appear in T (1) then ham(q 1 p 2 p 3 :::p m , T) > ham(P,T) a contradiction to maximality of ham(P,T). Therefore q 1 appears in T (1) and hence Q has an m-stem. 2 Fact 1 shows that the search for an optimal pattern may be con ned among strings that are extensions of m-stems, which are in turn unit extensions of certain substrings of T.
Fact 2: Let P Max = p 1 p m be an optimal solution and p 1 p g+1 its corresponding m-stem.
Then, the average hamming distance between p 1 p g+1 and T (g+1) is maximum among all mstems for T of length g + 1, and the average hamming distance between p g+2 p m and t g+2 t n is maximum among all strings in m?(g+1)] .
Proof:. Clearly, any string produced by appending some symbols to an m-stem for T is still not a substring of T. Therefore, once g is xed, the m-stem p 1 p g+1 and the string p g+2 p m , as they are both found in an optimal pattern P Max , can be chosen independently of each other. 2
Let P d (1 < d m) denote the set of the best solutions among those that can be built using an m-stem of length d.
Fact 3: Let p f p m be a su x of an element of P g . Then, in any P h 6 ; with h < g, there is some element of P h of which p f p m is a su x, too. Proof:. Same basic argument as in Fact 2. 2
Observe that, once the value of g for an optimum pattern P Max is known, then the choice of symbols p g+2 p m of P Max is done by trivial adaptation of the algorithm of Sec. 3 and within the corresponding time bounds. Actually, Fact 3 suggests that an optimal selection of the symbols in p g+2 p m may be computed for all values of g by running that algorithm just once. In fact, the consecutive proper su xes of the output of that algorithm are also the su xes of optimal solutions relative to m-stems of length 2, 3, etc. In conclusion, we only need to shown how an optimal m-stem is found. The following brief discussion explains how this is done.
We consider rst that, for any value of g in 1; m ? 1], applying the algorithm of Section 9 to T (g) = t 1 t n?m+g yields the average hamming distance between T (g) and each of its substrings of length g. For every such substring, we would need then to nd out whether or not it can be extended into an m-stem of length g + 1 for T and, in the a rmative, we need to compute a corresponding m-stem of maximum cost. However, the overall cost of the applications of the algorithm of Sec. 9 alone would be already O(nm p m log 2 m). We present a much simpler approach that takes only O(nm log ) time.
Algorithm for External Inverse Pattern Matching
We start by building a digital search tree (trie) containing all substrings of m symbols in T.
Notation: For each g in 1; m], every substring of T (g) is associated with a unique leafward path from the root of the trie. The node on this path at which a string X ends is called the locus of X. Algorithm: Preprocessing: 13 Algorithm Correctness and Time Complexity Correctness: Facts 1 and 2 tell us to look for the maximal m-stem. Consider the locus of X = x 1 x 2 x g . Clearly, X can be extended into an m-stem if and only if there is some symbol s 2 such that x 1 x 2 x g s does not have a locus in the trie. Among such strings, moreover, the one(s) corresponding to symbols maximizing C g + 1; j] yield the best m-stem among such stems that are unit extensions of X. The algorithm detects whether such an s exists, and chooses the maximal. Computing these optimal extensions for all loci in the trie, while keeping track in the process of the best one for each g, gives the best m-stem for each length.
Finally, pairing up these stems each with the appropriate su x of the string produced by algorithm of Sec. 3, gives the desired solution pattern, because of fact 3.
Time: Building 
